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Abstract—This research study presents the recognition of 

fingers grasps for various grasping styles of daily living. In 

general, the posture of the human hand determines the fingers 

that are used to create contact between an object at the same 

time while developing the touching contact. Human grasping can 

detect by studying the movement of fingers while bending during 

object holding. Ten right-handed subjects are participated in the 

experiment; each subject was fitted with a right-handed 

GloveMAP, which recorded all movement of the thumb, index, 

and middle of human fingers while grasping selected objects. 

GloveMAP is constructed using flexible bend sensors placed back 

of a glove. Based on the grasp human taxonomy by Cutkosky, the 

object grasping is distinguished by two dominant prehensile 

postures; that is, the power grip and the precision grip. The 

dataset signal is extracted using GloveMAP, and all the signals 

are filtered using Gaussian filtering method. The method is 

capable to improving the amplitude transmission characteristic 

with the minimal combination of time and amplitude response. 

The result was no overshoot in order to smoothen the grasping 

signal from unneeded signal (noise) that occurs on the input / 

original grasping data. Principal Component Analysis – Best 

Matching Unit (PCA-BMU) is a process of justifying the human 

grasping data involves several grasping groups and forming a 

component identified as nodes or neuron. 

Keywords—recognition; grasp; grasp taxonomy; human finger; 

dimensionality reduction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are too many applications in this era that related to 
the human gesture that is include parts of the human body such 
as hands, face, body and many more. The hand gesture is one 
of the famous gestures used in daily life. People use the hand 
gesture to enhance the communication with others to deliver 
the information of thoughts effectively. This hand gesture will 
give a lot of important information of fingers or hand 
movement that can implement in the industrial applications 
such as video games industry, biomedical instrument, sports 
science, surveillance systems and many more. A device known 
as a Dataglove is presented as a medium to measure the 
information gain from hand or fingers activities. Dataglove is 
known as cyber glove or wired glove, and it is a device that can 
be donned by human. Any of physical data can capture by this 
technology using various sensors such as bending sensor or 
mostly known as flexible bend sensor, a force sensor or force 
resistive sensor, a tactile sensor and other types of sensor. 
Dataglove is also known as parts of “Haptic Science”, which is 

give meaning as science of applying tactile sensation to human 
interaction through computer. 

GloveMAP can recognize and classify human grasping of 
some selected objects (Ball, Cylinder, Pen, Key, Disc, Scissors, 
Pins and Paper). The principle of GloveMAP is based on the 
concept of human grasping activities which is considered basic 
in daily living and was studied for a decade [1][2]. GloveMAP 
exploits the advantage of flexible bend sensors attached on 
GloveMAP hand surface to capture finger movement 
information when the user performs grasping activities. 
GloveMAP outputs are in a form of voltage over time that 
varies when the surface of flexible bending sensor is bending. 
The bending of flexible bend sensor will alter the resistivity of 
the sensor. The grasping activities will produce a signal that 
represents the characteristic of the grasping objects. The output 
signal must be filtered to reduce the noise produced by the 
thermal motion of electrons. The output signal is term as 
human grasping data. In finalizing the grasping signal, 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to reduce the data 
redundancy. PCA generally functions as to reduce the 
dimensionality of dataset in which there are a large number of 
interrelated variables, while maintaining as much as possible in 
dataset changes [3][4]. 

This research paper is structured as follows: Section 2 
addresses the literature review of the related researches to the 
several approaches, applications and problems of recognizing 
the fingers grasping force signal. Section 3 describes the 
methodologies of the system. Section 4 describes the 
experiment of the research. Section 5 will present the results 
and discussion. Finally, section 6 described the conclusions 
and proposing some possible future work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Nowadays, computer and related technology has become so 
distinctive, Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is one of the 
associated technology. Since HCI has such a common 
phenomenon, there was a need to make it as seamless as 
possible so that it was close to the natural human-to-human 
interaction. However, one big hurdle that must be overcome in 
order to achieve this objective was the lack of human grasping 
perception in today’s computers. If computers can recognize 
human grasping activities, not only the interaction becomes 
more natural and easy through improved HCI, but many other 
useful applications could be developed. For example, a 
rehabilitation system device can be developed to assist the 
elderly and highly disabled people. Intelligent tutoring systems 
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can take into account by transforming the system into 
education site. Regarding to this, the system is capable to be a 
smart tutorial for those who wanted a system with smart 
application using virtually hand motion or fingers movement. 
Human hand can be fitted with intelligent devices that are able 
to transform the users’ grasping motion into many applications. 
In the last decade, there were numerous literatures on grasping 
force analysis, grasping force optimization and grasping force 
stability. The key problems in the last twenty years were force 
analysis [5] and grip strength [6], usually problem occurs when 
multi-fingered grasping takes place. Generally speaking, 
advances in the recognition of human activities such as motion 
control [7], hand grasping [8][9] and robot grasping [10] are 
progressing. They are demonstrated using popular methods 
such as EMG [11], Dataglove [12][13][14][15], and humanoid 
hand [10]. 

According to [16], the direct kinematics of fingertips is 
used to grasp the objects. They also proposed the position and 
orientation as the best methodologies for the study. Meanwhile 
for the data reduction and classifier method for finger grasping 
data, [17] stated that PCA is the best reduction method 
especially for the motionless position synergy angle 
configuration of the physical posture and contour of human 
hand / fingers whilst grasping the object. 

 
Fig. 1. Kamakura Grasp Taxonomy [2] 

 
Fig. 2. Resistive interface glove [18] 

 
Fig. 3. Cutkosky Grasp Taxonomy [1] 

Most of the research efforts on grasping taxonomy for the 
analysis of human grasping activities include the selection of 
experiment objects. According to Miller et al., to solve the 
grasping analysis in  research by using grasp pre-shape which 
is defined as the finger configuration when a hand begins the 
fingers bending activities [19]. Napier, classified human hand 
shapes into a precision grasp and a power grasp [10]. In the 
power grasp, the object is grasped by the whole hand, 
including the fingers, thumb, and palm. In contrast, in the 
precision grasp, the object is grasped only by the fingertips. 
Kamakura et al., proposed an occupational therapist grasp 
taxonomy which consists of 14 hand shapes used in daily life 
[2]; this taxonomy is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the resistive 
interface glove which is used in conducting the experiment of 
human grasping activities. Meanwhile Fig. 3 illustrates the 
Cutkosky grasp taxonomy. Cutkosky, proposed the improved 
taxonomy on grasping activities using 16 hand shapes used by 
humans working with tools and metal parts [1]. Both 
taxonomies are identified as grasp types. Dataset of grasp pre-
shapes for a human hand is produced from real human grasp 
activities. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

This section presents method used in characterizing fingers 
grasp capabilities for various grasping styles of daily living. In 
general, the posture of the human hand determines the fingers 
that are used to create contact between object at the same time 
develops the touching relation. The relationship between 
human grasp and selection of grasping object is based on the 
philosophy of grasping which is known as Cutkosky Grasp 
Taxonomy. The taxonomy distinguishes two dominant 
prehensile postures which are the power grip and the precision 
grip. According to Cutkosky (1989), all subjects should 
confine to single-handed operations and there should have been 
a better appreciation of how task requirements and object 
geometry combine to justify the grasp choice for better result 
of human grasp [1]. The next process flow is to eliminate or 
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minimize the unwanted signal and noise by using Gaussian 
Filter. Gaussian Filtering makes grasping signal become 
smoother and lessens the abrupt changes in signal frequency. 
Then the grasping signals are analyzed using PCA. Since PCA 
functions as data reduction, PCA becomes the first choice 
method in reducing the redundancy in grasping signal. PCA is 
capable to generate an “Eigenfinger” for thumb, index and 
middle fingers of grasping data. Fig. 4 shows the example of 
fingers grasp testier and Fig. 5 shows a sample of human grasp 
object. 

 
Fig. 4. Experiment of fingers grasps [20] 

 

Fig. 5. Object grasping 

A. Gaussian Filtering Techniques 

GloveMAP signal is prepared with Gaussian filtering 
method in order to remove noise produced by random thermal 
motion of charge inside the electrical conductor. Noise within 
signal could affect the performance of objects’ feature and 
classification. Resistors used in GloveMAP also would produce 
noise as heat inside resistors buildup. Each data collection from 
8 objects will be filtered using Gaussian Filtering. Fig. 6(a) and 
Fig. 6(b) show unfiltered and filtered voltage produced from 
human grasping. Both figures demonstrate the result of 
Gaussian Filtering into raw voltage to reduce noises and 
overshoot. Gaussian has an advantage of reducing noises and 
overshoot of the input grasping signal. 

 
Fig. 6. a) Unfiltered voltage output with noise b) Voltage with Gaussian 

Filter 

B. Kinematical Finger Structure 

For the kinematical finger structure, finger joints consist of 
two main joints namely the Proximal Interphalangeal (PIP) and 
Interphalangeal (IP) joint of human finger. The other joint is 
the Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint. Fig. 7 illustrates a DIP 
flexion of human finger. Although the hand has so many 
flexions, the finger movement is highly constrained, below is 
the list of two motion finger constrains so that it cannot make 
arbitrary gestures: 

1) Intrafinger constraints: This is the constraint between 

the joints of the same finger and the movement of joints can 

be approximated by the following equation: 

                         (1) 

Where      known as the DIP bending angle meanwhile 
     is the bending angle of the PIP joint. 

2) Angle range constraints: This type of constraint refers 

to the limits of the ranges of finger motions as a result of hand 

anatomy. Fig. 8 shows the PIP flexion of human hand and it is 

usually within the following ranges. 

                                      (2) 

and, meanwhile Fig. 9 shows the MCP flexion of human 
hand. 

                             (3) 

 

Fig. 7. DIP flexion 
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Fig. 8. PIP flexion 

 
Fig. 9. MCP flexion 

 
Fig. 10. Finger Abduction 

Another kinematical finger movement is the finger 
abduction; Fig. 10 shows how fingers move in abduction 
action. Abduction is functioning by 2 conditions moving the 
index finger away from the middle finger or bringing the index 
finger close to the middle finger. Abduction also can be 
Thumb-Index, Thumb-Middle, or Index-Middle finger 
movement as shown in Fig. 11. 

 
Fig. 11. Abduction (a) Index-Middle (b) Thumb-Index (c) Thumb-Middle 

C. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 

PCA is found useful in many applications, but the basic 
application is the dimensionality reduction method. The 
grasping data signal could be calculated by converting the 
coordinate of the finger bending. It is defined as the space of 
Eigenfingers (feature spaces). For the example let the dataset, 
consisting of p observation variables and q observations for 
each variable stack into a matrix       , with q is column and 
p is row of data and it is expressed in Equation (4): 

   [

         

         

   
         

]            (4) 

Where A is a covariance matrix for 3 dimensional dataset, 
using usual dimension    = x dimension,     = y dimension 
and     = z dimension. 

The principal component transform is defined as A equal to 
the Eigenfingers matrix and defined as the roots of: 

                  |    |                 (5) 

Where; 

I = (q x p) identity matrix 

  = eigenvalue of A 
Otherwise,   >   …>    could be identified as the 

eigenvalues of the covariance (some other researchers termed 
this as the diagonal covariance matrix) of A. The analysis of 
PCA could be used by both Eigenfingers and Eigenvalues are 
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requisite. Whereas Eigenvalues can be simplified as 
Eigenvalues = Eigenfingers*original data. Some analysis of 
the real numbers is dependent to both concepts (vectors and 
linear transformations). Eigenfingers J of A and Eigenvalues λ 
can be determined as:- 

                                              (6) 

and simplified as: 

                                         (7) 

The concept of Jacobi method [21] is applied where λ and A 
were calculated and I is known as the identity matrix. Lastly, it 
is simply to find the Eigenfingers determinant as shown in 
Equation (8). 

                                               (8) 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, the analyses of overall step results are 
started accordingly from data acquisition, data analysis, 
features usage, and finally classifier recognition result. 

A. Human Grasping Data 

Fig. 12 shows the sample of 3 out of 8 objects grasping 
data. The figures show three main fingers results (thumb, index 
and middle) involved in the experiment.  All figures show that 
middle and index finger were given more bending compared to 
the thumb. Basically index and middle fingers could be defined 
as the two strongest fingers meanwhile the thumb functioned as 
the main supportive finger whilst grasping the objects. Based 
on Fig. 12, it is proven that the signal for both fingers (index 
and middle finger) was more functioning compared to thumb 
fingers. Naturally, the thumb cannot bend more compared to 
the index and middle finger, however the thumb at the same 
time is moderately flexible (when the hand was spread, the 
thumb was easily standing a fair distance from the rest of the 
fingers). 

B. PCA-Best Matching Unit (PCA-BMU) 

The process of justifying the human grasping data involves 
several grasping groups and forming a component identified as 
nodes or neuron. The group of neurons basically has one main 
neuron located at the center of group of neurons, which is the 
winning neuron or centroid. Based on the explanation in the 
previous chapter, centroid or the winning neuron is formed by 
the competition of each neuron for representation of the group 
of data. The process of competing occurs until a next 
competing between other neuron except the centroid or 
winning neuron had been finalized. 

To determine the PCA-Best Matching Unit (PCA-BMU) of 
the grasping data, the concept of neighborhood between neuron 
was applied. So, the next step was calculating all neurons 
nearby the centroid or winning neuron. One method to 
calculate the neighborhood between nodes and centroid or 
winning neuron is the Euclidean distance. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 12. Grasping signals of the object (a) “Ball” (b) “CD” (c) “Cylinder” 

The steps to determine the nearest node to the winning 
neuron or centroid are stated below. 

1) All nodes were justified using Euclidean Distance to  

winning neuron or centroid. 

2) The equivalent or nearest node matching with any of 

the centroids were justified. 

3) The nearest nodes to the winning neuron or centroid 

will form a group of node identified as “Cluster”. 
From a group of neuron, set of five nearest distances with a 

weight vector closest to the input vector of the centroid or 
winning neuron was tagged as the PCA-BMU. Lastly, to justify 
the features, the total sums of distance for all five nearest 
points were calculated and the result is known as PCA-BMU 
features. Fig. 13 to Fig. 15 show the PCA-BMU features with 5 
nearest points for all objects.  Meanwhile Table 1 to Table 3 
shows the total sums of five nearest distance of object “Ball”, 
“CD” and “Cylinder”. 
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Fig. 13. 5 nearest points for PCA-BMU feature of the object “Ball” 

 

Fig. 14. 5 nearest points for PCA-BMU feature of the object “CD” 

 

Fig. 15. 5 nearest points for PCA-BMU feature of the object “Cylinder” 

TABLE I.  SAMPLE OF 10 REPETITIONS GRASPING PERFORMANCES OF 

PCA-BEST MATCHING UNIT (PCA-BMU) FEATURES FOR OBJECT “BALL” 

 

TABLE II.  SAMPLE OF 10 REPETITIONS GRASPING PERFORMANCES OF 

PCA-BEST MATCHING UNIT (PCA-BMU) FEATURES FOR OBJECT “CD” 
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TABLE III.  SAMPLE OF 10 REPETITIONS GRASPING PERFORMANCES OF 

PCA-BEST MATCHING UNIT (PCA-BMU) FEATURES FOR OBJECT 

“CYLINDER” 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we proposed the method to classify human 
grasping signal for several selected objects which based on 
PCA-BMU techniques. The chosen of both PCA and Best 
Matching Unit (BMU) for this research capable to generating 
the best method to smoothen up the grasp signal of features. 
Experimental results show that the both method works well in 
defining grasp signal with only a usage of few principal 
components and also capable to identifying the grasp type of 
an input motion data. For next plan works, the results are by 
adding the signal processing technique in the research. This 
signal processing employ in solving the problem of analyzing 
more sophisticated signal pattern especially on the signal 
produced during transition gesture and continuing gesture 
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